
Microsoft Azure Hybrid Cloud
Transform the Data Centre 

•	 Faster time to market – you don’t have to worry about the 
underlying infrastructure or platform.

•	 Reduced costs – you are only paying for what you are using. 
The ‘pay-as-you-grow’ model reduces upfront costs. 

•	 Increased scalability – as usage of applications increase,  
you can add additional capacity to make sure your application  
is running smoothly.

•	 Load elasticity – you can rapidly scale out or scale back 
compute capacity as and when tactically or strategically required.

•	 Test and development – you can quickly deploy and remove 
servers and services for test & development teams and pay  
for just the services consumed.

•	 Disaster Recovery – provides low cost storage and replication 
tools for Disaster Recovery solutions. You only pay for compute 
power when required.

•	 Cost Control – change the cost of IT from CAPEX to OPEX 
and deliver components on demand, with little to no capital 
expenditure costs. 

•	 Common platform – you benefit from a common and consistent 
approach to development, management, identity, security, 
virtualisation and data – spanning on-premises to cloud.
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People do business. We make it work.

We make IT work

Cloud innovation 
everywhere

Data Centre without 
boundaries

Dynamic application 
delivery 

With infrastructure solutions built on Microsoft’s Cloud OS technology, we enable you take advantage of the many benefits of cloud: 
specifically the hybrid cloud infrastructure. By building on the best hybrid cloud platform, we provide you with advanced capabilities  
to simplify and extend your infrastructure. 

Hybrid Cloud enabled with Azure Infrastructure as a Service (IaaS)
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People do business. We make it work.

With shared planning, development, engineering and support across these technologies, SCC brings a comprehensive solution to 
support your business across a number of fronts – from infrastructure, to data, to apps and devices. You benefit from a common and 
consistent approach to development, management, identity, security, virtualization and data – spanning on-premises to cloud – your 
private cloud, a service provider cloud and Public Cloud services.

Service Approach
Our methodology guides you through a process that typically takes around two weeks to complete. The service is made up of the 
following three stages:

Why SCC
We enable people to do business by planning, supplying, integrating and managing their IT. We make IT work through partnership, 
knowledge and passion: trusted to run IT infrastructure and services for leading business across Europe for 40 years.

•	 Europe’s largest independent technology solutions provider

•	 The technology division of Rigby Group PLC

•	 Profitable track record since 1975

•	 Over 5,000 employees

•	 Supporting more than 5 million users

•	 Leading strategic partner to all key vendors

•	 CarbonZero for Data Centres and recycling operations.

Discover
•	 Installation of tools to assess your 

suitability for the move to the cloud

•	 Workshops with business and  
IT representatives

•	 Interviews with key stakeholders.

Analyse
•	 What are the current  

infrastructure capabilities?

•	 What are the most important  
business and user demands?

•	 What features and licensing  
best fits the business?

•	 What impact will these changes have 
on existing processes and policies?

Deliver
•	 A summary of the findings  

with recommendations

•	 A plan to implement those changes 
and see the benefits as quickly as 
possible with the least impact

•	 Input into a business case to secure 
budget and board level buy-in.

Transforms 
the Data Centre

Unlocks insights 
on any data

Enables 
modern apps

Empowers 
people-centric IT
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